Obituary east wind for others. Junior colleagues remember best his carefully restrained enthusiasm which, once tapped, turned an apparently shy man into a eloquent purveyor of facts, ideas and opinions mostly inimical to the stuffy and confined world we read about in the history of medicine textbooks. His Journal Club for staff, although brief in duration because most of his colleagues could not match his twenty-four hour dedication to the subject, was for several their first introduction to medical history as a potentially exciting field of study.
By (1975) , with a further English edition in 1996. This book demonstrates Edwin's interest in, and skilful use of, images from the history of neurology. "Sandford Publications", the imprint, was his co-author's creation and Edwin told with glee stories of his adventures as sole distributor. These included depositing most of the edition in an Oxfordshire field when his car overturned on ice after a somewhat heavy night. His translation of Max Neuberger's 1897 work Die historische Entwicklung der experimentellen Gehirn-und Ruckenmarksphysiologie vor Flourens (1981) was a tribute to one of his heroes and a mark of his respect for the old German gymnasium system of humanist education. His last major work, written with L S Jacyna, appeared in 1987 as Nineteenth century origins of Obituary neuroscientific concepts. Fifty-four journal and occasional publications produced between 1953 and 1978 and ranging through historical time from Aristotle to Harvey Cushing and beyond, testify to a research career more appreciated by his peers and successors than by the man himself. His striving for high standards was impelled by a keenly felt uncertainty of his position; between medicine and history without wholly belonging to either. Colleagues, pupils and friends learned to discount his frequent protestation of not being "a proper historian" and to understand the depth of his feelings about doctors who merely dabbled in history.
Edwin Clarke's enduring monument is the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine. His intellectual legacy is his once novel, now commonplace, conviction of the high seriousness of history of medicine as an intellectual and academic pursuit. In the more relaxed conditions of early retirement (he resigned his Directorship in 1979) he maintained close contacts with Institute staff, was always eager for news and immensely proud of its growing national and world reputation as a centre of lively excellence. He seemed indestructible and news of his last illness was a considerable shock. He is survived by his wife Gaynor and by three children from previous marriages.
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